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COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE





Discuss times they’ve been to the sea
and any differences they noticed between different seaside locations/
oceans.
Learn new ocean vocabulary.
Imagine and talk about what it would
be like to live in the sea.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT





Describe self and abilities positively.
Care about the natural world around
them.
Share and think of ways to address any
worries or anxiety caused by covid social distancing rules being relaxed, discuss emotions regarding and moving
into their year 1 classroom and
meeting their new teacher.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT




Rhythmic movement inspired by the
ocean.
Athletics.

QURAN
Memorisation: Surah al-Adiyat
Revision: all previous surahs including alQariah
Reading: continue reading two, three and
four-letter words with fathah.

ISLAMIC STUDIES
Makkah the blessed city, Prophet Muhammad (saw), family of Rasulullah (saw),
Allah's message to Muhammed (saw), Prophet's favourite foods, Muslims go to
Makkah for Hajj, Eid al Adha.

LITERACY








MATHEMATICS

Independently read and construct simple sentences using knowledge of Reception key and tricky words.
Read ocean books together, predict
endings and suggest alternative versions.
Be inspired by stories set in an ocean
setting to write their own versions.
Write questions.






Counting forwards and backwards
from numbers to 20
Counting in 2’s and 5’s
Count 2 or 3 different coins of different values.
Solve and creating their own mathematical puzzles specifically focusing
on subtraction, estimating, and
patterns.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN
PHONICS






Learn to read any remaining phase 3
sounds they find challenging. Use
knowledge of sounds to write their
own words and sentences.
Learn to read and spell any remaining
reception key and tricky words and beginning to read the next 100 or 200
words.



Create Seascape art.
Create ocean creature depictions using a variety of media.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD



Learn about different oceans and sea creatures.
Display curiosity, explore similarities and differences in nature, ask
and find out why for e.g. some sea creatures aren’t called fish.

